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HAITIAN ENERGY EXECUTIVES ANALYZE  
APPLICABILITY OF COLOMBIAN  

ELECTRICITY SECTOR REFORM FOR HAITI 
 

USAID/USEA EXECUTIVE EXCHANGE WITH COLOMBIAN ENERGY INSTITUTIONS  

 
APRIL 2014 – BOGOTA, COLOMBIA – Supported by the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), 
seven senior executives from the Government of Haiti and Electricité d’Haïti participated in an executive 
exchange with their counterparts from Colombia’s energy sector to review best practices in electricity sector 
reform and governance. The exchange, conducted by the U.S. Energy Association as part of its Haiti Energy 
Policy and Utility Partnership Program (HEPP), introduced and reinforced best practices in energy policy, 
legal and regulatory framework reform. 
 
USAID’s Haiti Energy Policy and Utility Partnership Program (HEPP) is a two-year project conducted jointly with 
the Government of Haiti and Electricité d’Haïti to encourage electricity sector reform, encourage private sector 
participation and investment, and make way for future generation capacity expansion. Throughout the executive 
exchange, representatives from Colombia’s government and electric utilities presented their perspective on the 
country’s experience with electricity sector reform and the benefits that it has reaped for the Colombian economy.  
 

 
 

  
Perspective on Colombia’s Electricity Market: Haitian delegates meet with Luis Alejandro Camargo Suan, Director General, XM 

From left: Ludner Remarais, Director General, Bureau of Mines and Energy; Yves Bastien, Director, Council for the Modernization 
of Public Enterprises; Jean Errol Morose, Director General, EdH; Luis Alejandro Camargo Suan, Director General, XM; René Jean-
Jumeau, Minister for Energy Security; Carlo Lafond, Legal Counsel, Office of the Minister of Energy Security; Jean Robert Altidor, 
Director, Bureau of Mines and Energy; Jules Andre Joseph, Coordinator of Energy Cell, Ministry of Public Works, Transportation 
and Communications. 
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PRIMARY TOPICS OF THE EXCHANGE  
The delegation of seven senior Haitian policy makers and utility officials spent four days visiting Colombian energy 
government institutions and electric utilities.  The goal of this executive exchange was to provide Haiti’s energy 
policy makers with Colombia’s experience with reforming the legal and regulatory frameworks governing the 
country’s power sector.  Key topics of the program included: 

 Drivers behind Colombia’s electricity sector reform  
 Key laws and regulations governing the electricity sector 
 Private investment in the power sector 
 Reducing non-technical losses in the distribution system 
 

Participating Colombian energy institutions were: 
 Ministry of Mines and Energy 
 Planning Unit for Mines and Energy (UPME) 
 Regulatory Commission for Energy and Gas (CREG) 
 National Business Association for Public Utilities and Communications (ANDESCO) 
 Codensa (Bogota’s electric distribution utility) 
 ISA (Colombia’s largest transmission utility) 
 XM (Colombia’s transmission system operator and market operator) 

 
DRIVERS BEHIND COLOMBIA’S ELECTRICITY SECTOR 
REFORM 
Up until the early 1990s, Colombia’s government dominated 
the electricity sector.  The country’s mountainous terrain 
and vast river systems made hydroelectric generation the 
most economic and reliable power resource for the country.  
However, Colombia’s overreliance on hydro generation also 
left the country vulnerable during periods of drought.   
 
For 10 months in 1992-1993, the country suffered 
nationwide blackouts as a result of a drought precipitated 
by the climatological phenomenon El Niño.  These power 
cuts triggered a national financial crisis that suspended the 
Colombian government’s ability to borrow capital, which 
further diminished the government’s ability to reinvest in its 
power system.  Furthermore, the government heavily subsidized electricity tariffs, further deepening the power 
sector’s financial burden on the State. 

 
KEY LAWS AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE 
ELECTRICITY SECTOR 
This national crisis pushed the Colombian government to 
undertake sweeping reforms to the electricity sector, as well 
as other state-owned industries.  These reforms were 
designed to assure the security of Colombia’s electricity 
supply.  In 1994, the legislature enacted Laws 142 on Public 
Utilities and Law 143 on Electricity.  These two laws 
facilitated the restructuring of Colombia’s energy sector.  
They announced a shift from an electricity sector dominated 
by the State to one that supports competition, private 
investment and rationalized electricity tariffs.  They also 
defined the framework for regulating natural monopolies 
and monitoring/controlling companies operating in the 
sector. 

Colombian Energy Policy Perspective: Rogerio Ramirez 
Reyes, Director of Energy at Colombia’s Ministry of Mines 
and Energy, provides an overview of Colombia’s energy 
sector and of the Ministry’s changing functions over time. 

Colombia’s governmental institutions in the energy 
sector. 
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COLOMBIA’S ENERGY SECTOR 
Haitian delegates wanted to learn about the current 
structure of Colombia’s energy sector and its governing 
bodies.  They were keenly interested in understanding 
the responsibilities of Colombia’s governmental and 
regulatory agencies, as well as the organizational 
structure of Colombia’s electricity sector.  Also, 
delegates wanted to better understand how Colombia’s 
electricity regulatory agencies maintained their 
independence. 
 
All participating Colombian public and private energy 
institutions stressed the primacy of Colombian law in all 
energy sector governance.  They emphasized the 
importance of having a national Constitution that serves 
as the basic and fundamental framework for the rule of 

law.   It provides legitimacy and legal authority to Colombian governmental institutions, as well as a basis for all legal 
and regulatory frameworks promulgated by such governmental bodies.   
 
Also, the Constitution and Colombian law provide a basis for the independence of Colombia’s electricity regulators.  
For example, Colombia’s Regulatory Commission for Energy and Gas (CREG) was established by Laws 142 and 143, 
and was structured to have nine Commissioners.  Four Commissioner seats are reserved for Minister-level positions. 
The other five Commissioners are appointed by the President of Colombia for four year renewable terms, during 
which time they cannot be spontaneously removed from office.  Each Commissioner gets one vote on Commission-
level decisions.  These checks and balances help to minimize political interference and protect Commissioners from 
political retribution. 
 
PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN THE POWER SECTOR 
In the time since it opened the door for private 
investment in the country’s power sector, 
Colombia’s power sector saw a remarkable 
transformation.  From 1990-2013, household 
electrification in Colombia’s most populous 
Andean region has gone from 65% to 98%.  During 
that same time, natural gas usage went from 
50,000 customers to 12 million customers.   Most 
importantly, since the national power crisis of 
1992-93, Colombian generation capacity kept up 
with electricity demand in spite of several periods 

of severe El Niño-related drought. 
 
Colombian participants attributed this success to 
the involvement of private investment in the 
electricity sector.  Laws 142 and 143 initiated the 
unbundling of Colombia’s power sector, which 
offered private investors the opportunity to take 
out an equity stake in Colombia’s generators, 
transmission companies, distribution companies and marketing companies.  It also provided investors with an 
opportunity to enter Colombia’s generation marketplace by bidding on generation solicitations put out by the 
national energy planning agency UPME.  As a result, Colombia more than doubled the number of registered 
generators in the country and almost quadrupled the number of electricity marketing companies. 
 

Colombian Regulatory Perspective: Haitian delegates meet 
with CREG Chairman Carlos Fernando Eraso and Commissioner 
German Castro from the Regulatory Commission for Energy and 
Gas (CREG). 

Growth of participants in Colombia’s electricity sector since 
private investment was legalized in 1994.  
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Members of the HEPP delegation are transported to Endesa’s control 
center by electric vehicle. 

Haitian delegates were very interested in Colombia’s experience with unbundling their electric utilities, but 
wondered whether they had experienced price collusion between generators and transmission companies.  Their 
Colombian counterparts acknowledged that in any marketplace, there will likely be cheaters.  However, they 
emphasized that their regulatory agencies were endowed with a surveillance authority that allows them to oversee 
and monitor marketplace participants, as well as investigate and sanction participants who are caught manipulating 
prices. 
 
REDUCING ELECTRICITY THEFT IN THE 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
Codensa, Bogota’s electric distribution company 
provided Haitian delegates with a compelling case study 
on the cumulative results of the company’s loss 
reduction programs.  According to Codensa’s experience, 
delegates learned that Codensa’s most important 
investments in their distribution system targeted 
technical and non-technical loss reduction.   
 
When the Colombian government sold Codensa, the 
company’s distribution system losses hovered around 
28%, the majority of losses coming from electricity theft.  
Codensa developed a multi-year plan to reduce non-
technical losses and reinvest the increased revenues into 
improving distribution system service.  They first 
targeted key accounts, whose consumed energy and 
commensurate energy bills accounted for a larger share 
of Codensa’s revenues.   
 
As collections increased from their largest consumers, Codensa was able to invest in a suite of technical, social and 
economic programs aimed at improving service and increasing collections among their residential consumers.  On 
the technical side, Codensa conducted multiple studies to determine the areas where electricity theft was most 
prevalent.  In these areas, they installed monitoring systems, meter tampering alarms and devices that detect meter 
tampering and automatically cut off power when triggered.  At the same time, they began normalizing illegal 
customers by providing them with meters and extending distribution lines to underserved neighborhoods.  Codensa 
also undertook a massive communications campaign aimed at educating customers on the physical and financial 
risks associated with electricity theft.  In total, Codensa spent almost $300 million dollars on reducing losses since 
1997 and saw its loss rate drop to 7%.  At the same time, Codensa extended service to an additional 1 million 
customers and increased electricity sales by 37%. 
 

Haitian delegates were impressed by Codensa’s 
success at reducing losses.  As 90% of EdH’s non-
technical losses come from illegal direct 
connections to the distribution system, delegates 
found Codensa’s experience to be very applicable 
to their own situation.  Delegates appreciated 
Codensa’s efforts to understand the reasons why 
people steal power, as well as their multi-pronged 
approach to reduce and sustain non-technical 
losses.  Specifically, they were very impressed by 
Codensa’s success at changing the public mentality 
over electricity theft to the point where it is no 
longer socially acceptable in Bogota. 
  

Colombian Distribution Utility Perspective: Jose Antonio 
Vargas Lleras, President of Codensa, Bogota’s distribution 
company, and Jean Errol Morose, Director General of EdH, 
discuss investment strategies for reducing losses and 
improving collections.  
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Delegates tour Codensa’s distribution dispatch center. 

BEST PRACTICES INTRODUCED 
This first HEPP executive exchange exposed senior executives from Haiti’s energy sector to numerous best practices 
in electricity sector reform and governance.  Delegates related to Colombia’s experience of suffering the crippling 
economic impacts from a lack of adequate generation, as well as the challenge of normalizing large numbers of utility 
customers who are unaccustomed to paying for their power.    
 
This executive exchange exposed delegates to the following best practices:  
 
Electricity Sector Reform: 

 Colombia’s government gave full support to the 
country’s electricity sector reform.  They ensured that 
their policy and legal reforms were consistent with 
Colombia’s Constitution.  They also recognized that 
Colombia’s governmental institutions would be the 
key implementers and enforcers of the reforms.  

 The Colombian government recognized that successful 
reform depended on the stability of its legal and 
governmental institutions.  Consequently, they 
empowered independent regulators with enforcement 
capabilities in order to ensure successful 
implementation of electricity sector reform.  

 Colombia’s government ensured transparency 
throughout the reform process by publishing its new 
laws and regulations.  This built confidence during the 
reform process and helped to achieve public buy-in. 

 
Organizational Structure of the Electricity Sector:    

 Colombia’s policy, planning and regulatory functions are divided into several separate governmental 
institutions.  Each of their charters are enshrined in Colombian law, which dictates their functions, 
jurisdictions and authorities. 

 Colombia’s electricity sector is currently unbundled, meaning that no single company is allowed to 
simultaneously own or operate generation, transmission, distribution and/or marketing companies. 

 Electricity tariffs in Colombia are cross-subsidized by consumers.  In other words, wealthier customers pay 
higher electricity rates in order to subsidize the consumption of poorer customers.  This removes the subsidy 
burden from the government and contributes to the financial health of Colombia’s public sector.  It also helps 
to ensure that Colombia’s poorest citizens are able to access affordable electricity. 

 
Involvement of Private Investors in the Electricity Sector: 

 Colombia’s legal frameworks for allowing private investment in the electricity sector are enshrined in law 
and supported by clear and transparent regulations. 

 The Colombian government recognized that the country’s utilities should not regulate themselves.  As such, 
they installed a strong and independent regulator to ensure fair treatment of customers by their monopoly 
service providers.  

 Profitability and credit-worthiness are the two most important priorities for private investors in the 
Colombia’s electricity sector.  Legal and regulatory frameworks that support a company’s ability to achieve a 
reasonable rate of return on their investment are essential to attracting private investors in the utility sector.  

 
Reducing Non-Technical Distribution Losses: 

 During the first years of Codensa’s private ownership, their investments targeting theft reduction and 
connecting new customers yielded the highest return on investment. 

 Colombia’s utilities disconnect delinquent customers in order to deter theft and encourage timely payment. 
 Codensa follows a multi-pronged approach (technical, social, legal, financial) to reducing electricity theft: 
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o Technical: Tamper-resistant meters, meter monitoring systems, auto-disconnect technologies, 
bundling distribution lines, elevating low voltage lines above high voltage lines to make LV lines 
harder to reach 

o Social: Educational campaigns about the risk of electricity theft, communications campaigns 
highlighting improvement in electricity service in areas with high collections rates, prioritizing 
reliable urban public lighting schemes, hiring psychologists to better understand the reasons why 
people steal electricity 

o Legal: Prosecuting electricity thieves, disconnecting electricity thieves, normalizing illegal customers 
by providing them with a meter and educating them on how to pay their bill 

o Financial: Fines for reconnecting disconnected customers, providing poorer customers with 
information about social programs to help reduce their electricity bill 

 
RESULTS 
The following recommendations and document transfers resulted from the first HEPP executive exchange: 

 Electricity System Restructuring: Haitian delegates received numerous laws and regulatory documents 
from their Colombian counterparts, including the laws shaping Colombia’s electricity sector reform.  This 
experience provided delegates with an example of a country that undertook sweeping reforms in the face of a 
national electricity crisis and is now reaping the benefits from these reforms.  Also, these laws could serve as 
the basis for legal and regulatory reform in Haiti.   

 Offers of Technical Assistance from Colombian Power Sector: Colombia’s governmental institutions and 
private companies repeatedly offered their continued support and assistance to the Haitian government and 
to EdH.  They remain available for further information and expressed an interest in continuing their dialogue 
on reform with their Haitian counterparts. 

 Recommendation to Commission Mixte pour l’Energie: Haitian delegates recommended that the 
“Commission Mixte pour l’Energie,” (Joint Commission for Energy) composed of Haitian government and 
international donor representatives, should develop a clear roadmap for reforming Haiti’s energy sector.  
Delegates also suggested that this forum should be used to continue the discussion on electricity sector 
reform that began through this exchange. 

 Reducing Losses:  Haitian delegates expressed that loss reduction is a major priority item for EdH and a 
subject that they would like to explore further in future exchanges.  This executive exchange reaffirmed 
EdH’s commitment to reducing losses, especially power theft. 

 Increasing Generation: Haitian delegates recognized that the Haitian government must explore all options 
for increasing Haiti’s electricity supply.  This includes, but is not limited to, cross-border electricity exchange, 
LNG imports, renewable energy and other IPPs.  

 
NEXT STEPS 
Haitian delegates and USEA propose conducting another exchange on governance and reform in a country with a 
closer profile to that of Haiti.  Possible options include El Salvador and Côte d’Ivoire.  USEA also proposes that 
members of the Commission Mixte pour l’Energie and/or representatives from the Dominican Republic be considered 
as potential participants in the next exchange. 
 
EXECUTIVE EXCHANGE PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS 

1. René Jean-Jumeau, Minister for Energy Security  
2. Jean Errol Morose, Director General, Electricité d’Haïti 
3. Yves Bastien, Director, Council for the Modernization of Public Enterprises  
4. Ludner Remarais, Director General, Bureau of Mines and Energy  
5. Jules André Joseph, Coordinator of Energy Cell, Ministry of Public Works, Transportation and 

Communications  
6. Carlo Lafond, Legal Counsel, Office of the Minister of Energy Security 
7. Jean Robert Altidor, Director, Bureau of Mines and Energy 

 
For additional information, please contact Lauren Dickerson at ldickerson@usea.org or +1-202-312-1238. 

For copies of the presentations, please click here.  

mailto:ldickerson@usea.org
http://www.usea.org/event/hepp-executive-exchange-colombia-power-sector-reform-and-governance

